
FREE PRESCHOOL HANDWRITING ACTIVITIES

Help your child learn to writing with these free Preschool Handwriting Practice worksheets. Download the entire alphabet
at one time.

Instead of forcing them into a tripod grasp or providing them with worksheets, intentionally embed fine motor
development opportunities into your daily routine so they can develop the muscles in their hands. If you have
students in your classroom who have not yet selected hand dominance it is crucial that you provide them with
plenty of fine motor exercises in the classroom. This also attributes to negative attitudes towards writing. Sing
chants and fingerplays that encourage the use of the fingers such as 5 Little Pumpkins, 5 Green and Speckled
Frogs etc. Don't underestimate the "reward value" of one-on-one time with a loved grown up! These activities
can be embedded into your academic curriculum throughout the day or during center time. Sing songs, read
stories or watch shows with a similar theme as the worksheet you choose to supplement the project - again
focusing on extra activities that the child enjoys to help keep them motivated. Provide Cheerios, Fruit Loops,
or macaroni and encourage children to lace them on string or yarn. All children develop as individuals. A child
who uses a closed fist grasp will tire easily and struggle with the task of writing. Provide old greeting cards for
students to cut, the thick paper provides the resistance they need to be more successful. Insert feathers or golf
tees into play dough. The improper fist grasp requires extra effort, which in turn creates fatigue in the arm and
hand. Dynamic Lines Worksheets:. Pencil Grasp The way a child holds a pencil is called a pencil grasp. If an
aspect of a project is frustrating to the child, provide assistance - try to keep things fun. Place the bag on a flat
surface and encourage children to use their index fingers to write on the bag. The Drawings Worksheets have a
variety of options to choose from. All letters should start at the top and go down. Spread cornmeal in a shallow
pie pan and encourage students to use their fingers to draw in it. Force all the air out of the bag and seal tightly
with packing tape or duct tape. Provide rewards verbal encouragement, gold stars on " chore chart " checklists
or awards for tasks that have been mastered and change up the rewards when needed. Proper stroke
directionality is developed with consistent teacher modeling. Place clear hair gel and food coloring in a
sandwich bag. However, you may notice some students who have not yet developed hand dominance in
preschool if you work with at-risk populations. Dominant Hand Many children will have already selected hand
dominance by the age of 2 or 3 if they have been given plenty of opportunities for fine motor development at
home. When using this grasp the child moves the writing tool by moving his shoulder and entire arm. Provide
spring loaded clothespins and encourage children to clip clothes or pictures on a line. The reason for this is
because it is much easier to roll a boulder down a hill than it is to push it up, in other words, it is easier to
write when you start at the top. When working with young children, proper stroke formation can be addressed
during the following times:. Provide small pieces of chalk or broken crayons for children to write or draw
with. Take breaks, when necessary. When using a tripod grasp the child should move his fingers with the
writing utensil and not use his entire arm. Research has shown that students in later grades with incorrect letter
formation take twice as long to finish assignments and tests that require writing. Parents and caregivers should
use the age ratings below as a general guideline, taking the abilities, temperament and interests of their
children into account.


